WHICH FAIRY
ARE YOU?
PERSONALITY QUIZ

Disney’s favorite fairies are back on the big screen in “Secret of the Wings”, and they
have brought along some of their new fairy friends to meet you! Take the quiz below
to learn more about the fairies and find out which one you’re most like.
1. What is your favorite flower?

4. What is your weakness?

A. Rose
B. Tiger lily
C. Silver bells
D. Periwinkle
E. Water lily
F. Prickly pear blossoms
G. Not sure. You don’t see flowers very often

A. Sometimes caring
too much
about appearances
B. Being too scruffy
C. Having a short temper
D. Being overly curious
E. Taking things too literally
F. Not getting on well
with others
G. Quick to judge

2. What is your favorite
pastime/hobby?
A. Giving friends make overs
B. Playing leap frog and having fun
C. Tinkering and fixing things
D. Going ice skating
E. Listening to the sounds of a babbling brook
F. Spending time on your own
G. Keeping a watchful eye
on things going on around you

5. What is your
favorite color?

3. What is your strength?
A. Giving friends good advice
B. Having a gift with animals
C. Confidence
D. Being bubbly and fun!
E. Compassion for others
F. Being very athletic
G. Always being willing to help
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A. Pink
B. Orange
C. Green
D. White
E. Blue
F. Purple
G. Grey

WHICH FAIRY ARE YOU?
QUIZ ANSWERS»

If you scored mostly D’s...

you are Periwinkle!
If you scored mostly C’s....

you are Tinker Bell!
Tink is feisty, yet charming and loveable and armed
with an indomitable, positive attitude. She has a talent
for tinkering and an insatiable curiosity. When Tink’s
wings dramatically sparkle at the border of the Winter
Woods, her curiosity about this unusual occurrence
compels her to enter the mysterious seasonal realm,
despite great physical risk from the cold. In winter,
Tink meets a frost fairy, Periwinkle, and discovers that
their instant connection can be explained by the fact
that they both were born from the same laugh, a rare
event that makes them sisters.

Periwinkle is a frost fairy who has never known anything
but winter. She wears a dress that shimmers like ice and
sports a cute, frosty up-do to match. Curious, bubbly and
fun, she makes amazing frost swirls and loves to go ice
sliding on frozen waterfalls with her friends, Spike
and Gliss. She often sneaks to the border to watch
the animals migrate into winter and pores over ice
books for tales of summer, butterflies, and the Pixie
Dust Tree. When Tinker Bell sneaks into winter,
she meets Periwinkle and the two instantly connect
because Tinker Bell and Periwinkle discover they are
sisters. Not quite as bold as her sister, Periwinkle is
drawn to Tink’s courage and sense of adventure.

If you scored mostly E’s...

you are Silvermist!

If you scored mostly B’s....

you are Fawn!

Fawn is an exceptionally talented animal fairy
– an enthusiastic animal lover with infinite
curiosity, compassion and affection for all
creatures. She’s exuberant and uninhibited,
rough-and-tumble and eager for fun, but
tender and gentle when the need arises. Fawn
is vigorous and outdoorsy, but also cute and
appealing in a natural way.

If you scored mostly F’s...

you are Vidia!

Vidia is the fastest of the fast-flying fairies
whose mean spirited attitude and selfish
behaviour once alienated her from the other
fairies in Pixie Hollow. But ever since their
adventures at the fairy summer camp on the
mainland, Vidia learned the power of friendship
and has become closer to her fellow fairies. But
she’s still got a whole lot of attitude!

Silvermist is a water fairy who has a delightfully
offbeat and upbeat way of looking at everything,
giving her a unique sort of wisdom. She is friendly,
optimistic, and trusting. Sil is the peacemaker
when disputes arise, and is always the first to
believe in or stand up for her friends.

If you scored mostly G’s...

you are Lord Milori!
Lord Milori is the imposing but kind leader of
the Winter Woods. His stoic intensity guards a
mysterious past with Queen Clarion and a deep
concern for the safety of all fairies in his charge.
Ultimately a fatherly presence in the lives of our
young fairies, this majestic sparrowman keeps a
vigilant watch on the Winter Woods as he glides
on the back of a Snowy Owl.
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